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1, INTRODUCTION 
We consider a system whose state space has finitely many states labeled by 
the integers i = 0, 1,2 ,..., N. Periodically, we observe one of the states and 
thereafter have to make a decision at time t = 1,2,... . A decision in each 
state i is an alternative chosen from one of Ki alternatives labeled by the 
integers K = 1, 2,..., Ki . Making a decision k in state i at each time t, which 
is denoted by d,(i) = K, yields the following two things: 
(i) We receive the return r(i, K). 
(ii) The probability law at next time obeys p( j; i, k) ( j = 0, l,..., N), 
which means the probability that the system is in state j at next time, given 
that the system is in state i at this time. 
We assume that r(i, K)‘s and p( j; i, k)‘s are independent of time t, and also 
assume that r(i, K)‘s are finite for all i and k. Further we give an initial 
distribution 
A = (a,, , ~1 , a2 ,..., 4 (1) 
Thus this system becomes a nonstationary Markov chain with returns. A 
problem of maximizing the total expected return (up to a finite or an infinite 
time horizon), or the average return per unit time that we will get in the 
steady state, is a Markovian decision problem. Moreover we can consider 
the discounted problem, but we don’t consider the discounted problem here. 
In this paper we discuss a Markovian decision problem of special type. 
That is, we assume that the system has a common absorbing state whatever 
decisions we make. Here we denote the absorbing state by state 0. Then we 
suppose that state 0 is reachable from any other state. This assumption is 
described precisely as follows: 
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TERMINATING ASSUMPTION. There exists the probability that the common 
absorbing state is reachable from any state in a jinite number of transitions 
whatever decisions we make. 
In other words, this assumption asserts that state 0 is absorbing and states 
& 1 ,***, N are transient whatever decisions we make. We suppose that this 
assumption holds throughout this paper. Further we assume that the system 
starts in the transient states, i.e., we can rewite (1) such that 
A = (0, A,) = (0, a, , a2 ,..., aN). (2) 
Then our problem is to find a sequence of decisions, namely a policy, of 
maximizing the total expected return before absorption starting in (2), and 
its value. This problem is appeared in a Shapley’s [l] stochastic game in which 
the second player is a dummy. He has called this game a terminating 
stochastic game. And his terminating assumption is Cj”=, p( j; i, k) < 1 for 
all i and k. But our terminating assumption is weaker than his one. That is, 
our assumption is at least Cz, p( j; i, k) < 1 for one i and its associated all 
alternatives k = 1,2,..., Ki . Then the system may not move to state 0 in a 
transition from some transient states. But state 0 is reachable from any 
transient state in a finite number of transitions. 
Derman [2] has also studied the same problem. He has shown that an 
optimal policy is stationary, and given a linear programming algorithm for 
this problem. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that an optimal policy is stationary, 
and to give an iteration and a linear programming algorithms for this problem, 
different from those of Derman. We shall show that our algorithm is almost 
similar to that of Howard type. Finally we shall give a simple but an interest- 
ing numerical example. 
For further relevant discussion of this type, see [3] and papers cited there. 
2. ALGORITHMS 
Let dT* = (d,(l), d,(2),..., d,(N)) denote the decisions for all states at 
time n. We don’t consider a decision for the absorbing state 0 because our 
concern is the behavior before absorption. A policy f is a series of decisions 
(dl , d2 ,...). Especially, when d, is independent of time n, a policy is called 
stationary and denoted by dm = (d, d ,... ). A policy (d’, dm) means (d’, d, d, d ,... ). 
Associated with any decision d, r(d) is the N x 1 vector with ith element 
* T denotes the transpose of the matrix. 
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r(i, d(i)), P(d) is the N x N matrix with (i,j) element p(j; i, d(i)), where 
i,j= 1, 2 ,..., iV. Associated with any policy f = (dr , d2 ,...), 
Pn(f> = W,) WA *** Wn), 
where P,(f) = I and n = 0, 1,2 ,... . Then the total expected return starting 
from each state using a policy f is the N x 1 vector 
J’(f 1 = f p,(f) r(dn+d 
VL=O 
(3) 
Note that V(f) is finite because the system is absorbed in state 0 with 
probability 1. We can rewrite (3) as 
v(f) = +4) + J’(4) 2 J’vdf’) G&J 
9l==1 
= +4) + Wl) Uf ‘), 
wheref’ = (d, , d3 ,... ). Associated with any decision d E D, 
L(d) w = r(d) + P(d) w 
(4) 
is a mapping from the N x 1 vector to itself, where D is a set of all decisions. 
We can rewite (4) using L(d) as V(f) = L(dJ V( f ). For any two N x 1 
vectors w1 , w, , we write wr > ws if every element of wr is at least as large 
as the corresponding element of w2 , and w1 > w2 if w1 > w2 and wr # w2 . 
Note that L(d) is monotone, i.e., wr 3 w2 implies L(d) w1 3 L(d) w2 . A 
policyf * is optimal if V(f *) > V(f) for all f. 
THEOREM 1. V(f) > V(d’, f) for all d’ E D implies that f is optimal. 
PROOF. The hypothesis is translated that 
W) V(f) d V(f) for all &ED. 
We consider any policy f’ = (d; , d; ,..., d: ,...) and set d’ = dk in the above 
equation. Using the monotone mapping L(d$ L(d.J -.* L(dA-,), we have 
L(d;) --L(d;+)L(d;) V(f) <L(d;) ***L(d;-,) V(f). 
Using this inequality recursively, we have 
W;) -~WLMC’J V(f) G V(f) for all n. 
Letting n --f co, we have V(f’) < V(f) for any f ‘, i.e., f is optimal, which 
proves the theorem, 
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THEOREM 2. Exact one of the following has to occur for each d E D. 
(i) V(dm) > V(d’, dm) for all d’ E D implies that d: is optimal. 
(ii) V(dm) < V(d’, dm) for some d’ E D implies that 
V(dW) < V(d’, da) < V(d’=‘). 
PROOF. (i) is clear from Theorem 1. We show (ii). The hypothesis (ii) is 
translated that V(dm) <L(d’) V(d”) for some d’ E D. Taking the monotone 
mapping L+l(d’), we have 
L+(d’) V(d=‘) <Ln(d’) V(d”). 
Using this inequality recursively, we have 
L(d’) V(dm) = V(d’, dm) <L”(d’) V(d=‘) = V(d’“, dw) for all n > 1. 
Letting n + co, we have V(d’, dm) < V(dfm). Finally, we have from the 
hypothesis (ii) 
V(dm) < V(d’, d”) < V(d’“) 
which proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 3. There exists an stationary optimal policy. 
PROOF. We consider any stationary policy dm, which is either optimal or 
another better stationary policy d ‘m. If there is the better stationary policy 
d’“, we consider d’w. Repeating this step, we have finally a stationary optimal 
policy because there are finitely many stationary policies. This proves the 
theorem. 
Theorem 2 gives an iteration algorithm of Howard type. That is, the algo- 
rithm is the following two parts: 
(a) Value Determination Operation 
Using a given (stationary) policy f = dao, solve 
V(dm) = r(d) + P(d) V(dm) for Vkf=). 
(b) Policy Improvement Routine 
Calculating V(d’, dm) for all d’ E D, 
(i) if V(dm) > V(d’, dm) for all d’ E D, dm is optimal, or 
(ii) if there exists any d’ ED such that V(d’, dm) > V(d-), return to (a) 
setting d = d’. 
Theorem 2 also guarantees the convergence of an optimal policy. 
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Now this algorithm leads directly to a linear programming algorithm. For 
an optimal policy da, we have 
V(d”) = r(d) + P(d) V(d=‘). 
While, for any nonoptimal d’ including an optimal d, we have 
V(d”) 2 V(d’, d”) = r(d’) + P(d’) V(dm). 
While the total expected return starting in the initial distribution A in (2) is 
given by A,V(dm). Then we require the smallest value A,,V(d”) under the 
above inequalities. That is, we have a following linear programming problem: 
Minimize 
subject to 
vi >, r(i, k) + f P( j; 6 4 q for ,..., N, i=l k = l,..., Ki ) 
i=l 
and vi; unconstrained in sign for i = I,..., N. where vi is the ith element of 
V(d”). 
The dual of this linear programming problem: 
Maximize 
g = : % 4.L A) 5, 
j=l k=l 
subject to 
gl zl &Z -$@j, K)) *jk = aZ for 1 = l,.... N, 
and 
$k > 0 for j = I,..., N, k = l,..., Kj . 
This problem has already been given by Osaki and Mine [3]. They have 
given a linear programming problem for a semi-Markovian decision problem. 
But, when all of unconditional means in the corresponding semi-Markov 
process are degenerate at time t = 1, the semi-Markovian decision problem is 
reduced to a Markovian decision problem. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We shall solve a simple but an interesting example using two algorithms 
described in the preceding section, We consider a system with three states, 
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where state 0 is absorbing, states i = 2, 3 are transient and Kr = 2, K, = 1. 
The data of p( j; i, k) and r(i, K) are given by 
p(l; 1, 1) = 0.3, ~(2; 1, 1) = 0.6, 41, 1) = 4, 
p(1; 1,2) = 0.5, p(2; 1,2) = 0.2, Y&2) = 1. 
p(1; 2, 1) = 0.2, p(2; 2, 1) = 0.5, $2, 1) = 1. 
Note that a decision in state 2 is uniquely determined by d(2) = 1. We have 
two possible policies, i.e., dT = (1, 1) and d’T = (2, 1). Using the iteration 
algorithm, we have two optimal policies; 
V(dmo)= K), V(dfm)= E). 
While we consider a linear programming solution for this problem. Assum- 
ing the initial distribution A, = (1, 0), we have an optimal solution 
X - 0 11- 7 Xl2 =;, x21 =;, g+ 
Assuming the initial distribution A, = (0, l), we have an optimal solution 
20 70 
X 11 = 23' x12 = 0, x21 = 23' g+. 
Then we have an optimal policy d’T = (2, 1) when the system starts in 
A, = (1, 0), and an optimal policy dT = (1, 1) when the system starts in 
A, = (0, 1). But these two optimal policies are both optimal and we cannot 
find two optimal policies at once by linear programming. 
Now we consider the shadow price for the nonbasic variable in the above 
linear programming problems. In these problems the shadow price for the 
nonbasic variable is vanishing, which implies that the nonbasic variable can be 
increased. This fact shows that both policies are optimal. 
While, using the iteration algorithm, two policies are identical in the 
Policy Improvement Routine and both policies are optimal. Furthermore 
any mixed policy for these pure policies is also optimal. 
Finally it has been shown by Osaki and Mine [3] that a semi-Markovian 
decision problem with an absorbing state may be formulated by linear 
programming. But we can expect no result for the theorems given in this 
paper because policies for the semi-Markovian decision problem are restricted 
to stationary policies, 
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